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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this Document 

This document is a proposal to construct a Level-2 Silicon Track Trigger preprocessor (L2STT) 
for the D0 detector in Run II [1]. The L2STT interfaces with the approved trigger system of 
the D0 detector and requires no modification of the approved system. The L2STT allows the 
inclusion of the last major detector system into the D0 trigger scheme approved in the baseline 
upgrade project (joining the central fiber tracker, the pre shower detectors, the calorimeters, the 
muon systems, and the luminosity detectors). The L2STT performs a precise reconstruction of 
charged particle tracks in the Central Fiber Tracker (CFT) and the Silicon Microstrip Tracker 
(SMT). It allows the selection of events that contain decays of long-lived particles, e.g. b quarks 
and 7' leptons, at the trigger level and enhances the capabilities of the D0 detector to trigger on 
charged particles in general. The L2STT improves the capabilities of the D0 detector to exploit 
the large range of high-PT physics that will be accessible in Run II. 

This introductory section first motivates the addition of such a device based on the goals of the 
Run II physics program. It then gives a brief description of the components of the D0 detector that 
the L2STT interfaces with, the trigger system and the SMT. Section 2 describes the conceptual 
design of the processor hardware and section 3 describes simulation studies of the performance 
of the device. In section 4 we return to the Run II physics program and use the simulation of 
the proposed hardware to demonstrate the improvements afforded by the L2STT in triggering 
on various processes of interest. Section 5 gives a preliminary schedule and cost estimate. The 
document concludes with a summary in section 6. 

1.2 Physics Motivation 

1.2.1 The Physics Program for Run II 

During Run II, the Fermilab Tevatron will run at a center-of-mass energy of 2 Te V and deliver 
an integrated luminosity of 2-4 fb-l, 20-40 times more than during Run I. The TeV33 program 
envisions further luminosity upgrades to the accelerator to accumulate some 30 fb -1 before the LHC 
starts operation at CERN. The large data set expected from these runs will allow sensitive studies 
of the standard model of the electroweak interactions [2]. Among these are intermediate vector 
boson physics, a detailed study of the top quark, and the searches for the Higgs boson and other 
new particles, and for supersymmetry or other extensions of the standard model. These studies 
address some of the most fundamental problems in particle physics research today: the question of 
electroweak symmetry breaking and the generation of masses. Other fundamental issues of great 
interest that can be addressed in Run II are the properties of b-hadrons and the search for CP 
violation in the B meson system. 

1.2.2 Studies of the Top Quark 

The dominant production process for top quarks in pp-collisions is tt-pair production via the strong 
interaction with a cross section of about 5 pb. Depending on the decay of the W bosons from 
the t - Wb decays we distinguish the dilepton channel (tt _ l+"bl-Vb), the lepton+jets channel 
(tl_l"bqqb), and the all-jets channel (tl - qqbqqb). In a data set of 4 fb-l, we expect to identify 
several thousand lepton+jets events. This sample of tl decays will allow us to study the production 
dynamics and measure the decay branching ratios of the top quark. If the top quark, for example, 
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couples to an unobserved heavy state, as some theories suggest, it will manifest itself in the shape 
of the tt mass distribution. 

The top quark mass is of particular interest. It plays an important role in radiative corrections 
to many processes: The Standard Model prediction for the mass of the W boson includes radiative 
corrections which depend on the masses of the top quark and the IDggs boson. Figure 1 shows 
the predicted W boson mass as a function of the top quark mass for several assumed values of the 
IDggs boson mass. The data point indicates the world average measurements of the W boson mass 
[3,4,5] and the top quark mass [6, 7]. The measurement of the W boson mass is one of the most 
sensitive tests of the Standard Model since its value follows directly from the structure of the model. 
Assuming the Standard Model as correct, the measurements can be translated into a constraint on 
the mass of the unobserved IDggs boson. The top quark mass is also interesting because of its large 
value. With a mass of about 175 GeV, the top quark is the heaviest known fundamental particle 
and it may well hold the key to understanding electroweak symmetry breaking and the generation 
of the fermion masses. 
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Figure 1: Predicted W boson mass versus the top quark mass. 

The most precise top quark mass measurements from Run I use the lepton+jets channel. The 
precision of the D0 measurement (about 7 Ge V) is limited by the number of events, the jet energy 
scale calibration, and the combinatorics due to the large jet multiplicity. Each of the four final-state 
quarks fragments into a jet of hadrons. IT light quark and b jets cannot be distinguished, there 
are 12 different ways to assign the four jets to the decay of the t and t quarks. IT both b jets can 
be identified, this reduces to a two-fold ambiguity, significantly reducing the associated systematic 
uncertainties. With double b-tagging, the jets from the hadronic W boson decay are identified 
uniquely and the W - qq signal can be reconstructed in tt events without combinatoric confusion. 

The W - qq signal would give a precise calibration of the energy scale for light-quark jets. 
To further reduce the jet energy scale uncertainty, b-quark jets also have to be calibrated more 
precisely. This can be achieved using Z bosons that decay to bb. The signature for this process 
is two jets and therefore swamped by gluon-jet background. At a luminosity of 2 X 1032 cm-2s-1, 
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the event rate for a trigger requiring ~ 2 jets with PT > 15 Ge V is almost 300 Hz. Raising the PT 
threshold would begin to cut into the acceptance for the Z resonance. Therefore b-jet tagging at the 
trigger level is needed to reject the gluon-jet background. The CDF collaboration has demonstrated 
that it is possible to reconstruct a Z -+ bb signal provided both b jets can be tagged [8]. With these 
additional checks on energy scale and combinatoric uncertainties we should be able to measure the 
top quark mass to a precision of 3 GeV or better in Run II. 

It is important to measure the branching ratios for the top quark decay channels in order to 
verify that there are no unobserved decay channels. This can be done by measuring cross section 
times branching ratio for the dilepton, lepton+jets, and all-jets channels and taking their ratio to 
cancel out the production cross section. Recently D0 has measured the t1 cross-section in the all 
jets channel [14] with a precision rivalling the combination of all other channels. The tagging of 
b-quarks is the key to this analysis, as it is absolutely essential in reducing the backgrounds. 

Production of single top quarks via the electroweak interaction is also an interesting process 
to study. The cross section is smaller than for t'i-pair production, about 3 pb, and the signature 
less striking, so that this process has not yet been observed in the Run I data. For mt = 170 
GeV, Run II with an integrated luminosity of 4 fb-1 will produce approximately 12000 single top 
quarks [9, 10]. Depending on the decay of the W boson from the t -+ Wb decay, these events have 
lvbb or qqbb final states, where one of the b quarks can be very soft. Single top quark production 
proceeds via a Wtb-vertex and its cross section is thus proportional to r(t -+ Wb) which, in turn, 
is proportional to Ivtbl2• By measuring the production cross section for single top quarks in Run II, 
vtb can be measured with a fractional precision of 10% [10]. The tagging of b-quarks is the key to 
clean single top samples, especially in the hadronic decay modes. 

1.2.3 Search for the Higgs Boson 

The most promising process in which to observe a standard model Higgs boson at the Tevatron is 
associated production with vector bosons. Although the cross section for pp -+ W H is very small 
(300 fb for MH 100 GeV), the leptonic decays of the vector boson provide an easy tag for the 
events. With a large data set (> 5 fb-1 ), a signal for H -+ bb, produced in association with a W 
boson decaying to ev or ILV, can be observed at the Tevatron for 80 < mH < 120 GeV (2]. This 
mass window is extremely interesting from experimental and theoretical points of view. The current 
lower bound on the Higgs mass is 89 Ge V[ll] and fits to the present electroweak data, assuming the 
completeness of the standard model, give mH = 115~~~6 GeV [12]. In supersymroetric extensions 
to the Standard Model the lightest Higgs boson is expected to have a mass below about 130 GeV. 
It is therefore imperative that this window be covered reliably. LEP2 will not be able to access 
Higgs masses above approximately 105 Ge V and LHC covers this mass region mainly via the loop 
induced H -+ 11 decay. The Tevatron provides the best opportunity to see the primary decay 
mode of the Higgs boson in this mass range. 

To see a Higgs signal during Run II, the inclusion of additional channels, like Higgs bosons 
produced along with hadronically decaying W or Z bosons, is required to increase the sensitivity. 
For WH production, 67% of the decays are to qqbb. For ZH production 70% of the events decay 
to qqbb. These events contain four jets, a signature that is swamped by QCD production of gluon 
and light-quark jets. To keep the jet PT threshold low we need b tagging in the trigger to reduce 
the background trigger rate. 

To interpret the results of a Higgs search, the observation of a Z -+ bb signal is almost mandatory. 
It would prove that we can see a narrow resonance that decays to bb and it would also provide 
essential measurements of b-tagging efficiency and bo-mass resolution. 
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1.2.4 Beyond the Standard Model 

Technicolor breaks the electroweak symmetry dynamically by introducing a new strong interaction. 
It predicts the existence of particles in the TeV mass range, some of which couple to mass, like 
the Higgs boson, and therefore decay to final states containing b quarks. In pP collisions the 
techni-p (PT) and the techni-w (WT) may be produced. If allowed, the PT decays predominantly 
to technipions which decay to heavy fermions, e.g. Pt --+ 1ft1f~ --+ b"C bb. If the mass of the PT 
is less than twice the mass of the 1fT, the decay Pt --+ W+1f~ dominates. This process has a 
signature identical to that of Higgs production in association with W bosons, but a significantly 
higher cross section (several pb) because of the PT-resonance enhancement, so that it should be 
visible in Run II [13]. 

Topcolor explains the high mass of the top quark through new strong dynamics. It predicts Z' 
bosons and top gluons that preferentially couple to the third fermion generation. Their decays to 
bb would give rise to resonance structures in the bb-mass spectrum. 

Supersymmetry is a symmetry between bosons and fermions from which the Higgs mechanism 
can be derived. It requires the existence of superpartners to all known particles. The superpartner 
of the top quark (the top squark t) is pair produced in pP collisions and may decay via t --+ bxt. 
For hadronic decay modes of the chargino xt, btagging in the trigger is needed. If supersymmetry 
is discovered, the ability to identify b quarks will be of great use in elucidating the sparticle states 
involved. 

1.2.5 b-Physics 

Another important field that will be studied with the data acquired during Run II is the physics of 
b hadrons. During the coming years, b physics will be intensively studied at the e+e- B factories at 
SLAC, KEK and Cornell. The copious production of b hadrons of several species at the Tevatron 
offers the opportunity to provide competitive measurements with respect to e+e- machines. Some 
of the topics to be studied are: 

• 	 the search for C P violation in the B meson system with the measurement of the angle (3 of 
the unitarity triangle using the golden mode Bd --+ J/tPKs; 

• the search for rare decay modes, like b --+ ,.,.+,.,.- Xs, Bs/Bd --+ ,.,.+,.,.-, or the radiative decay 
B --+ Pi; 

• the measurements of Vub and Vcb using the semileptonic decay channels of B mesons. 

• the search for Bs mixing above the current limit from the LEP experiments of :1:" > 15. 

The search for C P violation iD. B meson decay is a topic of major interest in high energy physics. C P 
violation is one ofthe least understood phenomena in the standard model and its understanding will 
have far-reaching ramifications in cosmology and high-energy physics. Through tagging b-quarks at 
the trigger level, the L2STT will give improved samples of bb final states facilitating these studies, 
and will provide calibration samples for crucial mistag probability and background estimates. 

1.2.6 The Importance of b-Tagging 

In all the processes described in this section, b quarks appear in the final state. The identification 
(tagging) of b-quark jets will therefore playa central role in the high-PT physics program during 
Run II. It can be used to reduce backgrounds from light-quark and gluon jets and to reduce 
combinatoric effects. If b-quark jets can be tagged already at the trigger level, the rate of triggers 
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for these processes can be reduced without loss of efficiency. This is especially important for 
processes with all-hadronic final states like tt -all-jets, W H - qqbb, Pt _ be bb, or Z _ bb. 
Triggers for these processes are swamped by gluon-jet background. As a result, triggers with jet-pT 
thresholds low enough to see a mass resonance in the 100 Ge V range cannot be operated without 
significant prescale. Additional background rejection, like that afforded by tagging b jets, is required 
to exploit the full integrated luminosity delivered by the Tevatron. 

This is the motivation for proposing a trigger processor for the data from the SMT at trigger 
Level-2. This processor reconstructs tracks from charged particles precisely enough to identify 
tracks from the decay oflong-lived b quarks. The b quarks produced in pp collisions live long enough 
(about 1.5 ps) to travel several millimeters. Tracks of charged particles from b quark decays can 
therefore be identified by their large impact parameter with respect to the beam trajectory. 

1.2.7 Sharpening of Trigger Thresholds 

The L2STT will give improved momentum resolution leading to sharper transverse momentum 
thresholds for charged tracks, jets, and electrons at Level-2 and Level-3. The PT of charged particles 
can be measured more precisely at Level-2 if the SMT hits are included in the"fit (see section 3.3), 
leading to sharper PT thresholds for Level-2 track triggers. The transverse momentum of jets and 
electrons is determined from their energy measured in the calorimeter and the position of the 
interaction vertex. The L2STT provides a precise measurement of the position of the interaction 
vertex along the beam direction which can be used in Level-3 to improve the transverse momentum 
resolution for jets and electrons. 

Sharper trigger thresholds generally lead to reduced trigger rates ~hich results in a more efficient 
use of the data acquisition bandwidth of the experiment and benefits the entire physics program. 
Soft thresholds allow a fraction of the particles with PT below threshold to fire the trigger. Since 
the PT spectrum of particles produced in pP collisions rises steeply as the PT decreases, this leads 
to an increase in the trigger rate. A sharper threshold cuts out this background below threshold 
and thus reduces the trigger rate. We quantify this effect in section 3.5 using a simulation. 

1.3 The D0 Trigger System 

During Run II, the proton and anti-proton beams will cross in the center of the D0 detector every 
132 ns, resulting in a crossing frequency of 1 MHz. On the other hand the data acquisition system 
can only read out the detector and write the information to tape at a sustained rate of 50 Hz. The 
function of the trigger system is to recognize a beam crossing during which an interesting event 
occurred and then to initiate the storage of the event for off-line analysis. In order to perform this 
function efficiently, the D0 experiment will have a three-level trigger system in Run II. 

Level-1 is entirely implemented in hardware. A logic network tests for calorimeter towers with 
energy above preprogrammed thresholds and hit patterns in the muon system, the CFT, and the 
preshower detectors, that are consistent with tracks above preprogrammed transverse momentum 
thresholds. This test is complete 4.2 p.s after the beam crossing. The front ends are buffered by a 
pipeline 32 levels deep which makes the Level-1 trigger deadtimeless. If the signals from an event 
satisfy one of the preprogrammed Level-1 trigger conditions the digitization of the detector signals 
is initiated and the event is passed on to the second trigger level. The maximum rate at which 
Level-1 can accept events is 5-10 kHz. As soon as the digitization is initiated, the detector stops 
accepting new events. 

Level-2 consists of an array of dedicated preprocessors, each of which reduces the data from 
one detector system (calorimeter, muon system, CFT, preshower detectors), and a global Level-2 
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processor [15] which collects the data from all preprocessors and takes the trigger decision based on 
the combined information of all detector systems. This decision has to be taken in a very short time 
to limit the deadtime incurred while the Level-2 is processing' the event. The mean decision time for 
Level-2 is 100 p.s, resulting in no more than 5% deadtime. Level-2 must reduce the Level-1 accept 
rate of 10 kHz by an order of magnitude to about 1000 Hz. The proposed L2STT would be another 
element in the array of preprocessors. It interfaces with the global Level-2 processor in the same 
way as the other preprocessors and requires no modifications to the approved Level-2 architecture. 
Mter addition of the L2STT there will be preprocessors for all major detector components, thereby 
maximizing the performance of the Level-2 system. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the Level-1 
and Level-2 trigger system. 

CAL 1---....... 

FPS 
CPS 

CFT 

SMT 

L2 trigger 

'50Hz 

L2: combined objects 
(electrons, muons, jets) 

L1: calorimeter towers 
tracks 

Figure 2: Block diagram of the Level-1 and Level-2 trigger systems. 

Level-3 consists of a farm of fast high-level computers and performs a simplified reconstruction 
of the entire event. Events that satisfy the desired characteristics can be written to a permanent 
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storage medium at a sustained rate of50 Hz. The Level-3 system has 25 ms to reconstruct an event. 
This may not be long enough to unpack the hits from the SMT and use them to find the number 
and z-positions of the primary interaction vertices. The L2STT solves this problem by finding the 
hit clusters in the SMT and the interaction vertices in Level-2 and transmitting them to Level-a. 
The high degree of parallel processing and the dedicated hardware processors of the L2STT can 
perform this task in much less time than the high level serial processors of Level-3. Knowledge 
of the z-position of the primary vertex at Level-3 is required for the precise calculation of jet and 
electron PT from their energies measured in the calorimeter. This is provided by the L2STT. 

1.4 The D0 Silicon Microstrip Tracker 

Figure 3 shows a view of the SMT which consists of six cylindrical barrel sections and disks between 
the barrel sections and at the two ends of the detector. The barrel sections provide precise mea
surement of tracks in the central region. The luminous region of the Tevatron has an rms length 
of 25 cm in beam direction which requires the barrel section to be long (72 cm). The disks extend 
the acceptance of the detector to forward tracks. 

Figure 3: View of silicon micros trip tracker. 

The barrel sections consist of rectangular silicon detectors arranged in four layers. Figure 4 
shows the arrangement of the detectors in the plane transverse to the beam direction. Each layer 
consists of two overlapping sublayers, referred to as a and b. All detectors are segmented into axial 
strips (parallel to the beam axis). The detectors in layers 1 and 3 of the central four barrel sections 
also have strips that form an angle of 90° with the axial strips, so that they directly measure the 
z-coordinate of the hits. The z-axis points along the direction of the proton beam. The detectors 
in layers 2 and 4 of all six barrel sections have stereo strips that form an angle of 2° with the axial 
strips. Only the axial strips are used in the track fits performed by the L2STT. The hits in the 90° 
strips are used in the determination of the z-position of the interaction vertex. 

As shown by the shaded regions in Figure 4 each barrel section can be divided into 12 sectors 
30° in azimuth. Due to the azimuthal overlap of adjacent detectors, almost all tracks hit detectors 
that belong to the same sector in all four layers. The acceptance loss if we miss tracks that cross 
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Figure 4: Arrangement of barrel detectors in transverse plane. 

0.02 

0.01 

Figure 5: Acceptance loss due to tracks that cross between SMT sectors for different impact 
parameter values b. The two branches correspond to positive and negative values of b. 
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sectors depends on theix PT and impact parameter b. Figure 5 plots the fraction of tracks that 
are not contained in a single sector versus the curvature (=l/PT) of the track for several impact 
parameter values. The plot reflects the slight asymmetry of the detector for tracks with positive 
and negative curvatures and impact parameters. For IPTI > 1.5 GeV the acceptance loss is never 
more than 1.2% for b = O. For b = 1 mm it is on average 1.0% and for b = 2 mm it is 2.2%. 
This loss in acceptance is driven by the small overlap between the active regions of the detectors 
in layer 3. H tracks with hits in only the other three layers (1, 2, and 4) are accepted, there is no 
acceptance loss at all. We can thus safely ignore tracks that cross between sectors and divide the 
SMT into 12 independent sectors. 

The silicon detectors are read out by SVXII chips, mOlUlted on a flex circuit (HDI) which is 
installed directly on the detectors. The SVXII chips each contain 128 channels of preamp, analog 
pipeline, and ADC. The digitized signals are read out sparsified into sequencer cards. The sequencer 
cards are located in the collision hall near the detector. Each sequencer card accepts input from 
four pairs of HDls. The data from each pair is transmitted over a fiber optic link to VME readout 
buffer (VRB) cards [16] located in the counting house. The VRB cards buffer the data for readout 
to the Level-3 trigger and to permanent storage. 
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2 Conceptual Design 

2.1 Overview 

This section describes the conceptual design of the L2STT hardware. The L2STT consists of fast 
digital electronics that process input data from two detector components: the CFT and the SMT. 
The CFT Level-1 trigger communicates a list of rtf> track candidates to the L2STT. Each track 
candidate defines a road in the SMT. The L2STT receives all data from the SMT barrel detectors 
and forms hit clusters from the raw data. It filters the rtf> hits, retaining only the hits that fall into 
one of the roads defined by the CFT data, finds the hits most consistent with the corresponding 
CFT track and fits a trajectory to the selected rtf> hits and the CFT track. Then it communicates 
a list of fitted track parameters to the Level-2 CFT preprocessor (L2CFT), which merges the 
information with the Level-1 CFT information and formats the data for transmission to the global 
Level-2 processor. The hits in the 90° strips are used to determine the z-positions of the interaction 
vertices, which are directly communicated to the global Level-2 processor. 

As discussed in section 1.4, the SMT is divided into 12 sectors, each covering 30° in azimuth. 
The L2STT ignores tracks that cross sectors which substantially simplifies the design. The L2STT 
can then be broken down into 12 subunits, each covering one sector, that do not communicate with 
each other. Two such subunits share a VME crate so that there are six such crates. Each crate 
holds: 

• 	 1 fiber road card. It receives the information from the CFT Level-1 trigger and broadcasts it 
across the backplane to the trigger cards. 

• 9 trigger cards. 	They convert the CFT information into roads in the SMT and receive the 
SMT data from the sequencer cards, find hit clusters and sort the clusters by roads. The 
data processing on the trigger cards takes place in field programmable gate arrays (FPGA). 

• 1 or 2 track fit cards. These cards perform the track fitting. 

• 	 1 vertex card. This card determines the z-position of the interaction vertex. 

• 1 Bit3 card for parameter download and testing purposes. 

• 1 VBD (VME Buffer Driver) for readout of data to Level-3. 

The fiber road cards, trigger cards, and track fit cards are custom designed VME64-compatible PC 
boards. The electronics in the L2CFT, consisting of processors and communication links, are built 
from components used in other parts of the D0 trigger system. In this way the L2STT will fit 
seamlessly into the existing Level-2 design. Figure 6 shows the crate structure of the L2STT. 

2.2 Fiber Road Card 

The fiber road card serves five functions in the overall L2STT design. 

• receive data from the CFT Level-1 trigger; 

• broadcast the CFT data over a special purpose bus on the backplane to the trigger cards; 

• receive control signals from trigger framework over the serial command link (SCL); 

• control buffering and readout of the data to Level-3; 
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Figure 6: Crate structure of L2STT. 

• VME controller. 

One of these cards is required per L2STT VME crate. A block diagram of the fiber road card is 
given in Figure 7. 

The CFT Level-l trigger transmits up to 32 CFT track candidates over fiber optic cable to each 
fiber road card. For each track candidate it sends the identities of the fibers hit in the inner and 
outermost CFT layers. Tracks with PT > 1.5 GeV and Ibl < 2 mIn that pass through a given L2STT 
sector can hit anyone of 773 fibers in the outermost CFT layer, spanning a region of 60°+19° in 
azimuth [17]. The extra 19° account for the curvature of the track and its finite impact parameter. 
Tracks that pass through a given outer fiber can hit anyone of 28 fibers in the inner CFT layer. 
Thus at least 15 bits are needed to completely specify a CFT track candidate, 10 to identify the 
outer fiber and another 5 for the inner fiber. The exact scheme to map the 80 azimuthal CFT 
sectors onto the six L2STT crates, is currently under study. 

A fiber optic receiver will be necessary to convert the CFT data to electrical signals. The data 
will then be put into a FIFO which decouples the data-sending clock from the local crate clock. 
The CFT information is broadcast to the trigger cards over a backplane bus. 

2.3 Trigger Card 

2.3.1 Overview 

The trigger card fulfills the following tasks: 

• receive CFT data from the fiber road card over the backplane and convert it to roads in SMT; 
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Figure 7: Block diagram of fiber road card. 
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• receive SMT data from the sequencers over optical fibers and find hit clusters; 

• buffer SMT data; 

• select rtjJ hits that are inside the roads defined by the eFT data; 

• transmit the rtjJ hits in the roads to the track fit cards; 

• transmit all hits from the 90° strips to the vertex cards; 

• buffer hit clusters for readout to Level-3. 

Figure 8 shows a block diagram of the trigger card. 

~------------------------------~~----~----~< ~------------------------~----~~----~----~~m 
~--------------------r-----~~----~-------+------~optical fibers 

(8 channels) 

24-bit eFT road bus 

~~~~~~~~'l~~~- ~-.-~ ~~~ ----
strobe & start flag 


done a 


write bu rnumber 

buffer 

read b r number (16 events deep) 


token in no 
token out 

26-bit ou t bus 
L _____ _ 

Figure 8: Block diagram of trigger card. 
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2.3.2 Input from Fiber Road Card 

The data from the CFT Level-1 trigger are transmitted from the fiber road card over a bus on 
the backplane. For every CFT track 24 bits have to be transmitted: 16 bits to identify the inner
and outermost hit fibers and a track number This track number uniquely identifies each track for 
a given event. For a system capable of handling 200 tracks t eight bits are needed. The bus thus 
requires 24 signal lines and one strobe line. It can be run at 25 ns per cycle. According to Monte 
Carlo simulations [18], we expect on average less than two CFT tracks per crate. The maximum 
number of tracks expected is 25, the maximum number transmitted by the CFT Level-1 is 32. It 
therefore takes on average 50 ns and at most 800 ns to transmit the CFT data across the backplane 
to the trigger cards. In addition, it takes about 2.4 I's after a Level-1 trigger accept for the CFT 
data to arrive at the fiber road cards. That means the road addresses are latched in the trigger 
cards no later than 3.2 I's after a Level-1 trigger is accepted. 

2.3.3 Conversion of CFT Tracks to Roads 

The 16 lines that identify the CFT track address a lookup memory. The output of the lookup 
memory is a range of strip numbers t consisting of 10 bits each for the first and last strips. If a track 
does not go through a detector the corresponding lookup memory will return zero for both strip 
numbers. Tracks that go through an SMT sector of 60° in azimuth can hit anyone of 773 outer 
fibers. For each outer fiber there are 28 inner fibers that can be hit. So there are 21644 possible 
CFT tracks for a 60° SMT sector and for each track we need to look up 20 bits. For each channel, 
we therefore need a lookup memory of 54 kbyte. The conversion from CFT track addresses to SMT 
strip ranges can be performed synchronously and introduces only a small latency. 

The fiber hits in the inner and outer CFT layers define a family of tracks, which all go through 
these fibers. The envelope of all these tracks defines the road in the SMT. For radial positions 
smaller than that of the inner hit fiber t the tracks with the smallest and largest curvature define 
this envelope. Figure 9 shows the road in the SMT spanned by two hit fibers in the CFT. The solid 
lines indicate the road for tracks that pass through the origin. If we also want to accept all hits 
from tracks with impact parameters Ihl < 2 mm, the road widens as indicated by the dashed lines. 

Figure 10 shows the width of the road in azimuth (a<jJ) around the track, defined by the centers 
of the inner and outer fibers and the origin, versus radius. The black region is the road defined by 
the envelope of all tracks passing through the origin, the dark shaded region is the road defined by 
tracks with impact parameter Ihl < 1 mm, and the light shaded region for Ihl < 2 mm. Figure 11 
shows the road widths in arclength (as = a<jJ x r). Table 1 lists the road widths at the mean radii 
of the SMT layers. In the table "a" and "b" refer to the two overlapping sublayers that make up 
one SMT layer. 

2.3.4 Input from SMT Front-Ends 

Optical fibers transmit the SMT data from the front-ends to the VRB cards in the counting house. 
The data from each silicon detector consists of alternating 8-bit address and signal words. The 
data from two silicon detectors are transmitted over each fiber at a rate of 106 Mbytefs. Passive 
splitters in the fibers create a data path into the L2STT, where the fibers plug into the same VME 
transition module (VTM) as used for the VRBs. The data are loaded into a FIFO as they are 
received. 

Digitizing the SVXII data takes about 3 I's and there is an additional small latency of about 
100 ns from the cluster finding. Thus the SMT data arrive in the FIFO at the output of the cluster 
finder roughly at ~he time the roads are set up. Every fiber carries data from about 2000 SMT 
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Figure 9: Road definition in the SMT. 
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Figure 11: Width of SMT roads versus radius 
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Table 1: Road sizes in SMT. 

layer radius 	 road for 6= 0 road for 161 < 1 mID road for /61 < 2 mID 

mrad mID mrad mID mrad mID 

1a 2.72 cm ± 4.2 ±0.12 ±34.3 ±0.93 ±64.4 ±1.75 
1b 3.65 cm ± 4.1 ±0.15 ±24.8 ±0.91 ±45.7 ±1.66 
2a 4.55 cm ± 4.0 ±0.18 ±19.4 ±0.88 ±34.8 ±1.58 
2b 5.55 cm ± 3.9 ±0.22 ±15.4 ±0.86 ±27.0 ±1.50 
3a 6.77 cm ± 3.8 ±0.26 ±12.1 ±0.82 ±20.6 ±1.39 
3b 7.58 cm ± 3.7 ±0.28 ±10.5 ±0.80 ±17.5 ±1.33 
4a 9.10 cm ± 3.6 ±0.32 ± 8.4 ±0.76 ±13.2 ±1.20 
4b 10.05 cm ± 3.4 ±0.35 ± 7.3 ±0.73 ±11.2 ±1.13 

channels. Monte Carlo simulations predict an average of 40 hits per fiber, corresponding to an 
occupancy of 2% [18] and a maximum of 180 hits per fiber. We add 1 % occupancy from noise (see 
analysis of test beam data [19]). We thus have 60-200 channels to read out. At 53 MHz this will 
take 1.1-3.8 p.s. 

The L2STT has to provide seamless coverage of all barrel segments that belong to one SMT 
sector covering 30° in azimuth, because many tracks cross from one barrel section into another. 
Very few tracks are not contained in a single SMT sector (section 2) so that each sector can be 
treated as an independent unit. This means that the data from all barrel segments of anyone SMT 
sector must be routed to the same L2STT crate. In the six barrel sections, there are 36 detectors 
per sector. Each. VTM accepts four fibers and each fiber carries the data from two detectors so that 
each trigger card has eight identical channels, each processing the data from one detector. We can 
therefore accommodate two SMT sectors in an L2STT crate that is populated with nine trigger 
cards. 

2.3.5 Bit Finding and Filtering 

An FPGA processes the data further. It corrects for pedestals and gains and suppresses noisy strips 
based on a lookup table. It suppresses all strips with pulse heights below a threshold. It has to be 
determined whether these operations need to be performed on a strip-to-strip, svm chip-to-chip, 
or global scale. The FPGA then scans the corrected pulse heights for local maxima, i.e. strips with 
larger pulse heights than their two neighbors. Each such local maximum forms the seed for a hit 
cluster. The position of the hit cluster is determined from a pulse height-averaged center of gravity 
of up to five adjacent strips, centered on a seed strip [20]. The hit finding runs synchronously with 
the incoming data so that it introduces only a small latency (-<: 1 p.s). For each cluster the FPGA 
outputs 13 bits: the seven bits used to identify the strip number plus an additional two bits of 
precision added by the cluster finding algorithm, three bits to identify the svm chip, and one bit 
to indicate whether the cluster is on the axial or the stereo side (see figure 12). 

Based on bit 13 the clusters are stored in two FIFOs. Only clusters from the axial strips 
participate in the track finding. The clusters from the 90° stereo strips are used to find the primary 
vertex (section 2.7). All clusters are buffered for readout to Level-3. 

As the cluster data appear at the output of the cluster-position FIFO, they are processed by a 
second FPGA. This FPGA simultaneously compares the cluster positions to the upper and lower 
limits of the all address ranges for all roads. Bits 3-12 in figure 12 are compared to the road limits. 
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Figure 12: Bit allocation in output of duster finder. 

Since there can be up to 32 roads, 64 10-bit comparators are required. This hit filtering process 
is performed as the SMT data arrive and will keep up with the data so that it does not cause 
dead time but only a small delay equal to the time it takes to process one duster (<: 1 f.'S). Figure 
13 shows a block diagram of the hit filter FPGA. 

to event buffer 

Figure 13: Block diagram of hit filter FPGA. 

2.3.6 Event Buffering 

The output of the hit finder FPGA is stored in a buffer 16 events deep. When all data from an 
event have been processed a "done" flag is set. The logical and of the flags from the eight channels 
on a trigger card indicates that the trigger card has finished loading an event. The logical and of 
the "done" flags from all trigger cards is formed on the backplane and signals to the fiber road 
card that an event has been completely loaded into the buffer. The fiber road card then updates 
the buffer pointer for the next event to point to an empty buffer. Adding up the time delays and 
latencies quoted for each step we find that this process is expected to be completed about 5-8 p,s 
after a Level-1 trigger is accepted. At this time the L2STT is ready to accept another event. 
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2.3.7 Transfer of r¢ Hits to Track Fit Card 

For each hit 26 bits need to be transferred: 7+2 bits for the fractional strip number, 3 bits to 
~dent~fy the SVXII chip within a fiber, 2 bits to specify the fiber within a sequencer, 4 bits to 
Identify the sequencer, and an 8-bit track number (figure 14). The track number is generated in 
the fiber road card as the tracks are received. The lower 12 bits are the same as the output of the 
cluster finder (figure 12). 

126 19 I 18 15 114 13 I 12 10 9 1on ------- ------- ---- ------- ~'----,,---track sequencer fiber chip strip 

Figure 14: Bit allocation in output to track fit card. 

The data transfer occurs over a dedicated backplane bus which provides unidirectional, data
driven broadcast from the trigger cards to the track fit card. It is initiated by the presence of data 
in the event buffer. The first trigger card transmits the lists for all roads over a 26-bit bus to the 
track fit card. For each road the first record consists of the CFT data and the road number. These 
are the 24 bits sent from the fiber road card to the trigger cards. Then all hits in the road are 
transferred. This sequence is repeated for all roads. When the card has finished transmitting the 
list it passes a token to the next trigger card and so on until all trigger cards that serve the same 
azimuthal sector in the SMT have transmitted their data to the track fit card. 

There are on average 42 and at most about 500 clusters in all roads of an L2STT crate [18]. If 
the bus operates at 25 ns / cycle, the transmission of these clusters and the CFT data to the track 
fit card will take on'average 1.1 I-'s and at most 13.3 I-'s. 

2.3.8 Transfer of z Hits to Vertex Card 

The hits in the 90° strips of the silicon detectors in layer 1 and 3 of the central four barrel sections 
give information about the z-position of charged particle hits. We therefore call them z hits. They 
can be used to determine the z-position of the interaction vertices in an event. For this purpose 
they are transferred to vertex cards over a backplane bus. The transfer protocol is similar to that 
used to transfer the r¢ hits to the track fit card. For each z hit only 16 bits need to be transferred: 
7 bits for the strip number, 3 bits to identify the SVXII chip within a fiber, 2 bits to specify the 
fiber within a sequencer, and 4 bits to identify the sequencer (figure 15). 

13 112 11 110 8 I 7 
, 

"---....----" ---- ---........-..- " 
sequencer fiber chip strip 

Figure 15: Bit allocation in output to vertex card. 

The expected hit occupancy for 156 t-tm strip pitch in 30° ¢ sectors in layers 1 and 3 for events 
with one, three, and six interactions is given in table 2. We thus expect some 100 z hit clusters 
in one L2STT crate. If the bus operates at 25 ns/cycle, the transmission of these clusters to the 
vertex card will take on average 2.5 I-'s. 
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Table 2: Average number of z hit clusters in 30° sectors. 

layer 
1 

1 interaction 
6 

63 interactions 
13 

interactions 
26 

3 4 10 17 

2.4 Track Fit Card 

2.4.1 Overview 

The Track Fit Card performs three basic functions: 

• receive r¢ hits in SMT and CFT track information from the trigger cards and convert from 
hardware address to physical coordinates; 

• perform the track fit; 

• communicate the fit results to the L2CFT. 

2.4.2 Input Stage 

The input stage consists of bus receivers, simple control logic, a table to map roads to processors, 
and a look-up table to provide conversion from hardware addresses (detector, SVXII chip, and strip 
numbers) to positions in (r, ¢) coordinates. 

Each CFT road is associated with a unique CFT track number and a look-up table associates 
the track number with a processor. The table is reset at the start of each ~vent and built "on 
the fly" as data for each track are received. This logic requires very modest resources: 32 8-bit 
comparators, 32 8-bit registers, and minimal control logic. 

A second table is used to convert the hardware addresses to physical coordinates. The simplest 
possible approach has been adopted. The look-up table contains one entry for every possible cluster 
position in the SMT sector. This implies between 128k and 256k entries in the look up table for 
each 30° sector. Each entry contains the corresponding (r, ¢) coordinates. If the radius is stored in 
units of 10 pm. and the azimuthal angle granularity is derived. from the smallest angular resolution 
resulting from the 1/4 strip precision of the cluster address, the table needs at most 32 bits for 
each entry, 14 bits for r and 18 bits for ¢. 

Although the coordinate conversion table is quite large, the download is not a significant problem 
because the table data change only when the detector alignment changes. The detector is designed 
to require infrequent realignment, and RAM with battery backup could be used to eliminate the 
need to download after power failures. 

2.4.3 Processing Stage 

During the data loading phase, the input stage is used to fill the internal memory of the processors 
with the initial track parameters and positions of associated silicon hits. Then the processors begin 
fitting a track parametrization to the hits. The track parameters are the signed impact parameter 
b, the azimuth of the track at the point of closest approa\:h to the beam ¢o, and the curvature It. 

The number and type of processor required depends on the complexity of the track reconstruc
tion algorithm to be performed. The final choice will be based. on cost and performance. Simulation 
studies of algorithm and processor options are in progress (section 3.2). 
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2.4.4 Output Stage 

The output stage is used to transfer the fit results to the L2CFT. The transmitted information 
consists of the CFT track information and number (24 bits), the three track parameters and the 

2 
X resulting from the fit. In addition, one may want to read out the hit positions for a subset of 
events. The output will be over a fast serial link running at 212 Mb/s to a Magic Bus Transceiver 
(MBT) Card [21J in the L2CFT crate. The MBT cards are part of the approved architecture of 
the Level-2 trigger system and their design is in progress. 

An upper bound on the data transfer time can be derived under the assumption of 32 bits of 
precision for each of the four quantities from the track fit so that there are 19 bytes per track. 
However, the output can probably be packed to about 8 bytes per track. The bit count is sum
marized in Table 3 To transfer the maximum of 32 tracks that each L2STT crate can process per 
event takes about 10 p.s. 

Table 3: Data transmitted to the L2CFT crate for each L2STT track. 

quantity number of bits 
full packed (precision) 

CFT hits and track number 24 24 n/a 
b 32 15 (1 pm) 
PT or K. 32 11 (0.1 GeV) 
,po 32 8 (0.025 rad) 
X2 32 6 (0.2) 
total 152 64 

2.5 Communication with Global Level-2 Processor 

The results of the track fits performed on the processor cards in all six L2STT crates are transferred 
to the L2CFT which acts as a concentrator to consolidate the six links into a single stream. The 
L2CFT is a part of the approved Level-2 architecture and has the standard D0 Level-2 preprocessor 
structure, consisting of 

• MBT cards to receive data from the CFT Level-1 trigger and the L2STT, and to send pro
cessed track information to the global Level-2 processor via a fast serial link . 

• DEC-Alpha Processors to match CFT and L2STT information, sort and format the data for 
transmission to the global Level-2 processor. 

2.6 Communication with Level-3 

For diagnostic and monitor purposes, aU information created by a processor must be read out by 
Level-3 on every event. The L2STT creates two kinds of data: hit clusters and tracks. The raw 
SMT data are read out through the VRB crates and the CFT Level-1 track candidates are read 
out from the L2CFT. 

To save unpacking time in Level-3 it may be desirable to read aU hit clusters in the SMT out 
for further processing in Level-3. These data can be read out from the trigger cards. Assuming 
that there are as many clusters on the stereo side of a double sided detector as there are on the 
axial side, we expect a total of 260 clusters on average and a maximum of 1000 clusters in each 
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L2STT crate. Every cluster position requires 18 bits (see figure 14) and all clusters correspond to 
o6-2 3 kbytes of data that have to be read out from the trigger cards. 

. F~r each road we also need to save the results of the track fit. Since the complete track 
information is transferred to the L2CFT it can be read out to Level-3 from there such that there 
is no need to read out the track fit cards to Level-3. 

2.7 Vertex Processor 

2.7.1 Overview 

The vertex card receives the z hits in the SMT from the trigger card, determines the number and 
z positions of interaction vertices in the event, and transmits the results to the global Level-2 

processor. 
In contrast to the r4:J tracking which can be performed locally with information from one SMT 

sector only, the vertex reconstruction is a global problem that can only be solved by using infor
mation from the entire detector. The biggest challenge in implementing an algorithm to find the 
interaction vertices is thus to bring the information from all z hits in the detector which is scattered 
over all 54 trigger cards in the system together on a single board. 

2.7.2 Algorithm 

In order to satisfy the rigid time constraints imposed by the trigger system, our algorithm recon
structs the vertices without the intermediate step of explicitly reconstructing all particle trajecto
ries. 

Figure 16 shows a side view of a simulated Tevatron event. The smooth lines originating from 
three points in the center of the detector are trajectories of charged particles. The three "sources" 
of particles are the vertices of the three proton-antiproton interactions in the event. The curvature 
of the trajectories are due to the magnetic field in the detector. The thick vertical lines indicate 
the position of annular disks of silicon micros trip detectors and the four horizontal lines above and 
below the intersections define the locations of the four cylindrical barrel layers of silicon microstrip 
detectors. Layers 1 and 3 have strips that run at 900 to the beam direction and thus measure the 
z position of charged particle hits. 

Figure 17 shows a schematic representation of the hits in one SMT sector in the side view. 
The short vertical lines indicate hits registered in layers 1 and 3. Consider anyone hit in layer 3. 
We assume it originates from a charged particle that also left a hit in layer 1. The layer 3 hit in 
conjunction with all the n hits in layer 1 then constrains the position of the interaction vertex to 
one of n discrete positions, as shown by the dashed arrows. This set of allowed vertex positions 
is given by the intersections with the beam of all lines defined by the hit in layer 3 paired with 
each hit in layer 1. We have neglected the curvature of the tracks due to the magnetic field in the 
center of the detector. This is quite a good approximation for tracks with a momentum component 
transverse to the beam direction above 1.5 GeV. We now evaluate the analogous constraints given 
by all hits in layer 3 and accumulate the allowed vertex positions in a histogram. The patterns of 
allowed vertex positions for two different hits in layer 3 differ only by an offset 

(1) 


where fj.z is the difference of the z-coordinates of the two hits in layer 3, rl is the radial position 
of layer 1, and ra the radial position 'of layer 3. Since the tracks point radially outward from a 
very small region in the center of the detector, we perform this operation for all 12 300 -sectors 
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Figure 16: Sideview of a simulated Tevatron event with three pfJ interactions. 

independently to reduce the combinatoric background that arises from unrelated hit pairs in layers 
1 and 3. 

Finally, we add the histograms from each of the 12 sectors to produce a histogram for the 
entire event. At the position of the interaction vertices there will be an excess of entries above 
the combinatoric background. Figure 18 displays the accumulated histogram for the event shown 
in figure 16. The excesses at the vertex locations are evident. A simple peak-finding algorithm 
returns number and positions of these vertices. 

2.7.3 Implementation 

On the vertex boards in each L2STT crate the z hits from each 30° sector are processed inde
pendently. The hits in layer 1 are histogrammed with 512 bins and a bin size of 250 pm. This 
granularity is fine enough to yield a resolution for the z-position of the vertices of about 550 pm [22]. 
The hits in layer 3 are loaded into a FIFO. Then a hit Z3 is taken from the FIFO in each processing 
cycle and the offset a = z3rd(r3 - rl) is calculated. The bit pattern defined by the inner hits is 
added to a histogram with this offset. This cycle is repeated until all hits in layer 3 are processed 
and the FIFO is empty. On average we expect 20 hits in layer 3 per sector. IT a processing cycle 
takes 100 ns the entire process requires 2 p.s. Then the histograms from the two sectors are added 
together. This process will be implemented in FPGAs. 

The resulting histograms, one for each sector, are then added together to one single histogram, 
corresponding to the event histogram shown in figure 18. For this the histogram data have to all 
be brought together in one physical card. We transfer the histograms from five of the vertex cards 
to the sixth vertex card via a fast serial links running at 212 Mb/s. Assuming 4 bits per histogram 
bin each histogram amounts to 2048 bits and can be transferred in about 10 p.s. 

The last processing step consists of loading the event histogram into a DSP to identify the 
number and location of statistically significant peaks. Each of these peaks corresponds to an 
interaction vertex. The optimal algorithm still has to be identified, but even a simple algorithm, 
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that accepts all bins above a threshold as vertices, works quite well. Processing time at this stage 
is likely dominated by the time it takes to fetch the histogram from external memory into the DSP 
and to put the results into an external memory. The histogram amounts to about 0.5 kB. It takes 
5 clock cycles (25 ns) to read/write a word (2 bytes), resulting in a processing time of 6.3 p.s. 

Finally, the list of vertex positions is transferred to the global Level-2 processor via another serial 
link. The transferred record is small, consisting of a 16-bit event tag, an 8-bit integer specifying the 
number of vertices and a 8-bit positions for all vertices. The entire vertex reconstruction process 
from the time the hit clusters are available in the trigger card takes about 25 p.s, well within the 
time budget (section 3.1). 
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3 Performance 

3.1 Queueing Simulations 

We have used the RESQ queueing software package from IBM to build a simple model of the event 
flow in the Level-2 trigger [23]. We use this model to determine how much time is available for 
processing in the track fit card without increasing the deadtime of the data acquisition system. 

The model input is a random time sequence of events accepted by the Level-1 trigger with a 
mean rate of 10 kHz. Each Level-2 preprocessor is represented in the model with its processing 
time distribution. We adjust the parameters in the model without the L2STT so that the system 
operates with 5% deadtime, i.e. 5% of the Level-1 accepts are lost because the system is busy 
processing previous events. 

When we introduce the L2STT into the model we assign time distributions to its processing 
steps. With the exception of the track reconstruction in the track fit card, the time taken by all 
processing steps is well understood. We thus vary the time taken to perform the processing in the 
track fit card to determine the maximum time allowed for this step without increasing the deadtime 
of the system. The allowed time determines the possible complexity of the track reconstruction al
gorithm (section 3.2). Most time distributions are represented by double exponentials with different 
mean times to simulate long tails. The svm digitization time is 3 p.s and increases the deadtime 
to 8%. Table 4 lists the mean processing times used. Some of them are larger than expected and 
quoted in other parts of the document, leading to a conservative estimate. According to the model, 
up to 50 p.s are available for processing in the track fit card without incurring significant additional 
deadtime. Figure 19 shows the fractional deadtime incurred as a function of the mean processing 
time for track reconstruction in the track fit card. 
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Figure 19: Deadtime incurred as a function of mean processing time for track reconstruction in the 
track fit card. 
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Table 4! Mean processing times for L2STT queueing model. 
processing step mean time distribution 

svxn digitization 3 /LS fixed 
data input into L2STT 7 JLS single exponential 

hit finding/filtering 2 /Ls double exponential 
data transfer to track fit card 8 JLS double exponential 

track reconstruction in track fit card variable double exponential 
data transfer to global Level-2 7 /LS double exponential 

3.2 Track Reconstruction Algorithms 

The track reconstruction algorithm will be implemented in the processors on the track fit cards. It 
has to determine the track parametrization that best fits the list of hits in a given road. 

Once the set of hits associated with a given CFT road has been found by the trigger card, 
the next step in the processing is determining the track parameters in the 1'4> plane: the impact 
parameter b, the track direction 4>0 at the point of closest approach and the track curvature It. 

There are two parts to this task: (1) determining which of the hits belong on the track and (2) 
determining the track parameters. In practice, the order and separability of these two steps depends 
critically on the algorithm being used. This section contains a description of the track definition, 
a description of algorithms being tested, some comparisons between the algorithms and a brief 
summary of initial timing studies. 

3.2.1 Track Parameter Derivation 

The track parameters are the impact parameter b, the azimuthal direction of the track at the point 
closest to the beam 4>0, and the track curvature It. We assume 

• 	no energy loss or multiple scattering from interactions in the beam pipe or the tracking 
detectors, so that the trajectory is a circle in the transverse plane; 

• 	 bit <: 1 and 4> - 4>0 <: 1 for a silicon hit at the position (1',4», so that the trajectory can be 
approximated by a linear function of the parameters. 

These requirements are valid for all tracks with b ~ 2 mm and PT < 1.5 Ge V1 • The expression for 
the track trajectory is! 

4>(1') = b/1' +1t1' +4>0. (2) 

Here l' is the radial position of a point on the track and 4> is its azimuth. The best values for b, x, 

and 4>0 are determined by minimizing the X2given by 

X2 = E [4>' - (b/1'& ~ X,1'i +4>o)f 	 (3) 
i=hits (/1 

The set of hits consists of one hit inside the road per SMT layer and the the two CFT hits that 
define the road. The parameters that minimize X2 can be determined analytically because the 
fitting function is linear in the parameters. 

lThe condition bit <: 1 is valid for a much larger range. However, the condition tP - tPo <: 1 breaks down as impact 
parameters approach 2 mm. 
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3.2.2 Hit Association Algorithms 

In order to obtain the best possible performance, it is important to use only the silicon hits that 
belong to the charged particle track. If there is more than one hit per layer in the road we have to 
determine the "correct" hit. The number of hits per layer per road depends on the event topology, 
the luminosity and the noise in the detector. Table 5 shows the average number of hits /layer /road 
and the fraction of layers having two or more hits for different physical processes and luminosity 
conditions. Given the large number of layers with multiple hits, attention must be paid to choosing 

Table 5: Hit multiplicity per road in the layer with the highest occupancy (N) and fraction of 
tracks with two or more hits per road in the layer with the highest occupancy (F2) for different 
numbers of interactions/beam crossing. For all entries, the statistical error is negligible. 

process # of interactions N F2 
Z -+ bb 1 3.3 0.918 

3 4.5 0.982 
WH -+ qq'bb 1 3.2 0.894 

3 5.2 0.978 

hits. We are considering a number of different algorithms. These are 

1. 	Static Road Center: The hits closest to the center of the road defined by the CFT hits 
and the beam position are used in each layer. 

2. 	Dynamic Road Center: The hits closest to the center of the road defined by the CFT hits 
and the hits in SMT layer 4 are used in each layer. This algorithm requires looping over all 
hits in SMT layer 4. 

3. 	All Combinations: All combinations of hits are considered and the one with the best fit is 
chosen. 

4. 	Best Combination at Layer: Moving from the outer SMT layer inwards the fit is performed 
at the current layer using the best result from performing fits on all combinations in the 
preceeding layer. 

Algorithm 4 is based on the all combinations algorithm, but the number of trial combinations is 
limited in a controlled manner. For all algorithms, we can require hits in all four silicon layers or 
in only three layers. Fig. 20 shows the number of track candidates per road for the Z -+ bb (3 
interactions) sample for each of the algorithms. The "Static road center" algorithm uses only one 
hit/layer and thus has only one track per road. The "all combinations" algorithm has the number 
of candidate tracks equal to the product of the number of hits in each layer, reduced slightly by 
the requirement that all tracks must be contained within two adjacent barrels. 

We judge the performance of each algorithm using two figures of merit determined from Monte 
Carlo event samples: (1) the fraction of reconstructed tracks having identically one Monte Carlo 
track contributing hits (FMC) and (2) the x: of the fitted parameters with respect to the Monte 
Carlo track that contributes the largest number of hits. Table 6 presents the averages of these 
comparisons for the samples listed in table 5. 

The simulations described in the physics section use only algorithm (1). The comparisons in 
table 6 indicate that algorithm (3) or its variant have somewhat higher purity than (1) at high 
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Figure 20: Number of trial tracks per eFT road for each of the algorithms. The data sample is 
simulated Z -+ bb (3 interactions). 
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erformance. 
algorithm variable Z _ bb WH _ qq'bb 

1 into 3 into 1 into 3 into 

Static Road Center 4 FMC 0.53 0.43 0.58 0.36 
')(2 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.1 

Static Road Center 3 FMC 0.76 0.69 0.80 0.54 
')(2 0.7 0.8 0.7 1.0 

Dynamic Road Center 4 FMC 0.41 0.28 0.46 0.18 

r 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.1 
All Combinations 4 FMC 0.65 0.60 0.68 0.52 

')(2 1.2 1.3 1.2 0.8 
All Combinations 3 FMC 0.79 0.71 0.80 0.44 

')(2 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.9 
Best Combination at Layer 4 FMC 0.51 0.43 0.54 0.40 

')(2 1.3 1.5 1.3 0.6 

luminosity. To make the final processor choice it is important to understand the gains these 
algorithms offer, because they require significantly more processing power. Trigger rate studies 
using the more complex algorithms are in progress. 

3.2.3 Timing Studies 

A number of different processor options are being considered. The leading choices are (1) a Digital 
AXP-based multi-processor board, (2) 1 GFlop TMS320C6701 floating point DSPs, or (3) arrays 
of programmable logic devices. The final choice will be driven by the time constraints imposed by 
the fitting algorithm which gives the necessary physics performance. 

The samples in table 6 above have been timed on a 500 MHz AXP processor. The results are 
given in Table 7 on a per track basis. Fig. 21 shows the timing distributions for the Z - bb (3 
interactions) sample for each of the fitting algorithms. The drastic effect of combinatorics producing 
tails is clearly seen. Thus, for a maximum of 32 tracks per section, the AXP solution works for 

Table 7: Execution times/track ps) for each algorithm. 
algorithm # hits required Z _ bb W H _ qq'bb 

1 into 3 into 1 into 3 into 
Static Road Center 4 3.8 4.1 3.8 3.9 
Static Road Center 3 12.1 12.5 12.3 12.6 

Dynamic Road Center 4 7.1 8.2 7.0 8.2 
All Combinations 4 16.7 18.7 16.2 19.9 
All Combinations 3 33.4 38.3 29.7 33.5 

Best Combination at Layer 4 10.5 11.2 10.6 11.8 

the 4-layer form of algorithm (1) provided there are roughly four processors per sector. The time 
budget cannot be met for algorithm (3) unless a sector has 32 AXP processors, one per track. The 
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Figure 21: Fitting time per eFT road for each of the algorithms. The data sample is simulated 
Z -+ bb (3 interactions). 
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need to quantify the physics performance of the various algorithms becomes clear here. 
Studies for a TI320C6x-based DSP solution indicate that a fixed-point DSP cannot provide the 

necessary performance because the floating point calculations needed to accommodate the dynamic 
range are emulated in a fixed point processor. Initial estimates indicate that algorithm (1) could 
be performed in roughly 5 Jl.s on the corresponding floating point DSP. Further studies are being 
conducted for DSP- and FPGA-based solutions. The FPGA solution is attractive because a high 
degree of parallel processing can be achieved. This could allow algorithm (3) or its variants to be 
performed in nearly constant time. The key issue is the speed of floating point multipliers and 
adders implemented in programmable logic. The preliminary design and cost estimate presented 
in this document are based on DSPs with one processor/track road. 

3.3 Expected Resolutions 

3.3.1 Transverse Momentum 

We use Monte Carlo simulations of single electrons and muons with 1.5 ~ PT ~ 15 Ge V in the 
pseudorapidity range 1'71 ~ 1.0 to measure the resolution achieved by the track reconstruction in 
the L2STT [24]. We simulated the response of the detector to these particles using the GEANT 
program [25]. The track reconstruction algorithm for the L2STT at Level-2 used in these simulations 
corresponds to algorithm (1) in section 3.2 with the following exception: if reduced x: > 4, the 
SMT hit with the largest contribution to X2 is dropped and the remaining hits were fit again. All 
tracks with hits in at least three SMT layers and reduced X2 ~ 4 were considered "good" tracks. 

We measure PT in three different ways: 

1. "L2STT": using the CFT hits in the inner and outer layers and the SMT hits (this corresponds 
to the measurement performed by the L2STT). 

2. 	 "CFT(A)": using the CFT hits in the inner and outer layers only (this is the information 
reported to the Level-2 trigger and thus corresponds to the measurement of PT that is available 
in the Level-2 trigger without the L2STT); 

3. 	 "CFT(B)": using all eight CFT hits (this corresponds to the PT measurement that the CFT 
Level-l trigger performs internally; 

Figure 22 shows that the L2STT improves the PT resolution in the Level-2 trigger by a factor 2-3, 
depending on PT. 

The improved PT resolution allows the use of an ET/PT cut for electron identification at Level
2. Fig. 23 shows a comparison of ET /PT with PT calculated as in CFT-L2 and as in L2STT for 
electron tracks with PT = 5 and 20 GeV. The better resolution results in an improvement in the 
background rejection for the ET/PT cut at Level-2 by a factor of2 for PT = 20 GeV and by a factor 
4 for PT = 5 GeV, relative to using CFT information only to measure PT. 

3.3.2 Impact Parameter 

Figure 24 shows the resolution of the impact parameter measurement from the L2STT using single 
muons. The dependence of the resolution on PT can be parametrized by 

O'b(PT)2 = 0'5 + (;,) 2 	 (4) 

with 0'0 = 18 p.m, and a = 53 GeV·p.m. This parameterization also reproduces the impact parameter 
resolution for tracks from the primary vertex in bb and tt events. 
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using erb(PT) from equation 4. As shown in Fig. 25, the distribution of impact parameter significance 
for tracks coming from the primary vertex is satisfactorily described by a Gaussian for both bb and 
tl events, although there are non-Gaussian tails. The width is very close to 1 for bb events, with 
a slight degradation and more pronounced tails in tl events, due to the higher track multiplicity. 
Furthermore, in both bb and tt events, the impact parameter significance distribution for tracks 
from the primary vertex is significantly narrower than that for all tracks (see Fig.26). 

3.4 Beam Alignment and Stability 

3.4.1 Initial Alignment of SMT with Beam 

In the L2STT, the impact parameter is determined with respect to a nominal beam position. A 
misalignment of the detector and beam axes will cause a fake impact parameter, leading to increased 
background trigger rates and changes in the trigger efficiency. 

In the vicinity of the interaction point the transverse profile of the beam is Gaussian with a 
width er which varies with the distance from the nominal crossing point (z = 0): 

(6) 


where er(O) is the beam size at the nominal interaction point, and z is the distance from the nominal 
interaction point. During Run II f3* = 35 cm and er( 0) = 40.5 pm are expected. The longitudinal 
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profile of the beam is Gaussian with a width of 35 em at the beginning of a store, resulting in a 
Gaussian distribution of primary vertices along the beam with an rms of 20 em. The width of this 
distribution grows to about 33 cm after 30 hours [26]. We use an average width of 25 cm here. 

Using these beam profiles we can compute the effect of a tilt (angular misalignment) of the 
beam with respect to its nominal trajectory. Figures 27-29 show the effect on the impact parameter 
distribution. The arrows indicate a typical cut value of 100 pm. Table 8 summarizes the effect 
of beam tilt. For optimal operation of the trigger, the beam tilt angle should be less than 200 
J'lad, else the fraction of tracks with large fake impact parameters becomes large, and gives rise to 
unwanted triggers. 

Any residual offset between the detector and beam axes should be less than 1 mm. A larger 
offset would cause inefficiencies from tracks that cross SMT sectors. To achieve this precision, an 
iterative alignment procedure is planned. 

Table 8: Fake impact parameter due to misalignments. 
tilt angle mean(b) fraction with 

b > 100 pm b > 200 ,."m b > 400 pm 
oJ'lad 32 pm 1% 0% 0% 

100,."rad 35 pm 2% 0% 0% 
200,."rad 43 pm 5% 0% 0% 
400,."rad 66 pm 20% 2% 0% 
600,."rad 92 pm 38% 8% 0% 
800,."rad 118,."m 51% 17% 0% 

1000,."rad 146,."m 58% 27% 3% 
2000 J'lad 218 pm 77% 57% 26% 

Before the detector is rolled into the collision hall, a nominal beam position is determined based 
on the position of the low-beta quadrupole magnets. This actual beam position is expected to be 
within about 1 mm of this nominal value. The detector is centered on the nominal beam position to 
a precision of about 0.5 mm. Mter the detector is in place the SMT can be used to obtain a precise 
measurement of the beam trajectory relative to the detector. Limited corrections (±1 mm and 
±250 J'lad) can be made to the beam trajectory through orbit tuning. If the misalignment exceeds 
these margins either the detector or the low-beta quadrupole magnets have to be repositioned. 

3.4.2 Beam Stability 

Any variations in the beam position must be kept below 30 pm (approximately the width of 
the beam) else they cause an increase in the trigger rate due to the apparent impact parameter. 
Variations in the relative angle of beam and detector axes must be kept below 200 ,."rad. 

During Run I, CDF monitored the beam position using their silicon vertex detector. The average 
offset of the beam axis from the detector axis was about 0.5 mm, and the average angle between 
beam and detector axis was about 500 J'lad. There was along-term drift in both position and angle, 
with discrete steps before and after shutdown periods. Typical store-to-store variations in beam 
centroid position were about 100 pm horizontally and about 150 ,."m vertically. Angle variations 
from store to store were typically less than 100 J'lad, and of the order of 200 J'lad over the course 
of the run. Variations during a store were much less important, typically 40 ,."m horizontally and 
vertically. Angle variations during a store were too small to be measurable [27]. 
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In order to compensate for variations in beam position, CDF in collaboration with the acceler
ator division, has implemented a feedback system, using the measured beam position to set dipole 
corrector magnets near BO to stabilize beam position and angle [27]. The maximum possible range 
of variation is determined by the range of the magnet power supply (±50A), corresponding to a 
maximum angle correction of ±100 prado Tests performed by CDF and the accelerator division in 
June 1995 showed that, with 5 minute updates, the beam position could be kept stable to about 5 
pm, and the beam angle to about 50 prado In a further test in February 1996 the beam was moved 
50 pm vertically and 50 pm horizontally in the BO interaction region. Closed orbit measurements 
verified that the bumps were local to the BO interaction region without change elsewhere around 
ring, an indication that the beam can be controlled independently at DO and BO. 

Similar correction magnets exist at the DO interaction region and D0 will implement a similar 
feedback system to maintain stability of the beam position to the required precision. 

3.5 Primary Vertex Determination 

In Level-3 the PT of jets and electrons is computed from their energy E and shower centroid position 
z, measured using the precision readout of the calorimeter, and the position of the event vertex Zv 

as r 
PT = E, (7)

y'(z - zv)2 + r2 

where r is the distance of the calorimeter from the vertex in the direction transverse to the beam. 
The luminous region of the Tevatron is expected to have an rms width of about 25 cm [28]. If no 
measurement of the z-position of the vertex is available, the uncertainty of 25 cm in the value of Zv 

would dominate the resolution for the PT of jets and electrons at Level-3 and wash out the trigger 
threshold. At Level-2, a measurement of Zv is not required, because the PT resolution is dominated 
by the fast trigger pickoff of the calorimeter. 
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We study these effects using Monte Carlo simulations [22]. The resolution of the ZII measurement 
as described in section 2.7 is expected to be 550 pm for events with one high-PT interaction. For 
events with two additional interactions, the resolution is 610 pm. For a sample of Z -+ bb events 
without additional interactions and with the event vertex within -25 < %11 < 25 cm, the efficiency 
for reconstructing a vertex is 98%. If we superpose two additional interactions on these Z -+ bb 
events, the efficiency of reconstructing at least one vertex is 99%. The efficiency for identifying the 
correct vertex as the high-PT vertex is 78%. 

Due to the limited acceptance of the SMT (only the four inner barrel sections are equipped with 
90° strips), the reconstruction of primary vertices with this method is limited to ±30 cm around 
the center of the detector. About 30% of the high-PT events have their interaction vertex outside 
this region. For these either no vertex is found or the vertex from a soft pP interaction inside this 
acceptance region is misidentified as the high-PT vertex . 
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Figure 30: Turn-on curves for electrons withpT = 10 GeV (left plot) and 20 GeV (right plot). For 
the solid curve 6(zlI) == 25 cm is assumed, for the dashed curve the vertex is reconstructed with 
100% efficiency, for the dotted curve the vertex reconstruction efficiency (78%) and the limited 
detector acceptance are also taken into account. 

The dependence of the PT trigger turn-on on the knowledge of the vertex position is shown in 
Fig. 30. Even if the correct vertex position is only found for IZIII < 30cm (dash-dotted curve in the 
figure), the PT threshold still sharpens significantly. Rates decrease exponentially with increasing 
threshold. Hence, a sharper threshold allows for a higher effective threshold value and a lower 
background trigger rate. This improvement implies that we can trigger more efficiently and with 
lower rates on single electrons at Level-3. 
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4 Simulation of Physical Processes 

4.1 Trigger Simulation 

To simulate the performance of the L2STT, we generate events from processes of interest using 
the event generators ISAJET[29], PYTlnA[30], or COMPHEP[31]) and simulate the detector re
sponse using the GEANT program. The detector model also includes a detailed model for the 
charge transport mechanism in the silicon and has been tuned to match test beam results. For 
all simulations we assume that the interaction vertex position along the beam direction (zv) was 
normally distributed with mean(zv)=O and rms(zv)=25 em, as expected for Run II. We find that 
the expected transverse size of the beam of 30-40 p.m. has only a small effect on the results[32] and 

1therefore assume infinitely narrow beams. All simulations assume a luminosity of 2 x 1032 cm-2s
and 132 ns between beam crossings. 

We estimate signal efficiencies and trigger rates with and without the L2STT using Monte Carlo 
simulations. Without L2STT, triggers at Level-2 are based on information from the calorimeter, 
muon system, CFT, and the preshower detectors. The additional requirements that can be imposed 
by the L2STT are: 

• ~ Np tracks with PT > Tp; 

• ~ Nb tracks with b > Tbi 

• ~ Ns tracks with ISbi > Ts, 

where N and T are programmable parameters. The track reconstruction algorithm for the L2STT 
at Level-2 used in these simulations corresponds to algorithm (1) in section 3.2 with the following 
exception: if X2 Idol> 4 (dol=number of degrees of freedom), the SMT hit with the largest 
contribution to X2 was dropped and the remaining hits were fit again. All tracks with hits in at 
least three SMT layers and X2IdoI ::; 4 were considered "good" tracks. 

The background event sample used to determine the trigger rates consists of dijet events, gener
ated in six PT bins. For each PT bin, samples were created with 1, 3, 5, or 7 additional interactions. 
The additional interactions were simulated by low PT dijet events. These 24 samples are combined 
weighted by their respective cross section times the probability of seeing the respective number 
of interactions at 2 X 1032 cm-2s-1 and 132 ns between beam crossings. At this luminosity there 
are on average 1.3 additional interactions in each event. The results for +0, +2, +4, +6 and +8 
interactions, for which no events were generated, were found by interpolating the results from the 
generated files. 

The signal efficiencies determined from these Monte Carlo simulations should be quite reliable. 
On the other hand, past experience showed that estimates of trigger rates based on Monte Carlo 
simulations tend to underestimate the rates because it is very difficult to simulate noise, accelerator 
backgrounds, and pile-up from additional soft pp interactions correctly. We therefore see the rates 
quoted here as guidelines but should provide enough contingency in the trigger bandwidth to absorb 
higher rates. 

4.2 Top Quark Pair Production 

Triggering on tl- p+jets and all-jets can be significantly improved by the addition of the L2STT. 
It is important to measure these decays of the top quark in order to verify that there are no 
unobserved decay channels. To study the benefits of the L2STT for the selection of tl events [32], 
samples of 2126 tl -all-jets events and 1175 tl _ p+jets events were generated using ISAJET. 
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To trigger efficiently on tt -+-a1l-jets and tt -+- J.£+jets decays we have to require the logical "or" 
(u) of a series of trigger conditions: 

1: ~ 4 jets with PT > 15 GeV; 

2: ~ 3 jets with PT > 10 GeV and IT> 20 GeVj 

3: ~ 1 jet with PT > 45 GeVj 

4: ~ 2 jets with PT > 20 GeV; 

5: ~ 1 muon with PT > 6 GeV and ~ 2 jets with PT > 10 GeV and ~ 1 jet with PT > 20 GeV. 

The change in signal efficiency and background rate for additional requirements based on the 
L2STT is demonstrated in Fig. 31 for trigger condition 5 and for the tt -+-a1l-jets sample. The 
results are similar for the tt -+- J.£+jets sample. About 8% of the events are lost when L2STT-based 
requirements are imposed due to the acceptance of the SMT along the z axis. For this particular 
trigger condition, the trigger rate can be reduced by a factor of 4 if ~ 2 tracks with ISbl > 3 are 
requested. The corresponding total trigger efficiency is about 80%. 
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Figure 31: Signal efficiency for tt -+-a1l-jets events (left) and background rate (right) for the events 
satisfying trigger condition 5 together with the L2STT trigger condition ~ N tracks with ISbl > 
Smin' 

We varied the transverse beam position to study the impact of finite beam size and found that 
smearing the transverse vertex position by 30 J.tm, corresponding to the beam width, leads to a 5% 
reduction in the signal efficiency for a fixed background rate. A systematic shift of the transverse 
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vertex position in the of ~ 100 pm does not introduce a signal efficiency loss as long as the L2STT 
criterion is adapted to maintain the background rate at a constant level. 

Trigger conditions 4 and 5 account for most of the background rate but they are required to 
achieve high signal efficiency. If we require a logical "and" (n) of these two trigger conditions with 
the additional condition 

6: ;::: 2 tracks in L2STT with \Sbl > 2.5 

we can reduce the total background rate substantially with minimal loss in signal efficiency. The 
rates and efficiencies for the two cases are listed in Table 9. 

Table 9: Background rates and t1 trigger efficiencies. 
trigger condition background rate efficiency 

tt -+ p+jets tt -+all~jets 
1U2U3U4U5 110 Hz 96% 100% 
1 U 2 U 3 U (4 n 6) U (5 n 6) 40 Hz 93% 99% 

4.3 Single Top Production 

Single top production can lead to semi1eptonic finale states (t -+ lvb) and hadronic final states 
(t -+ qqb). Again the hadronic decays are the most difficult to trigger on. The Monte Carlo event 
samples offor this process were generated with the COMPHEP generator. We select a combination 
of electron, muon and jet triggers with high efficiency for single top decays and investigate the effect 
of additional L2STT conditions on signal efficiency and background rejection [33]. The results for 
;::: 1 track with \Sb\ > Smin are summarized in Table 10. For both leptonic and hadronic decay modes 
of the W, the L2STT allows a reduction of the trigger rate with little loss in signal efficiency. The 
L2STT rejections are substantial and necessary in view of the 1000 Hz bandwidth limit at Level~2. 

Table 10: Background rejection and signal efficiency for single top production. 
trigger condition background rate additional rejection additional efficiency 

before L2STT Smin =2 Smin =4 Smin 2 4 
1 electron with PT > 7 GeV 
and ;::: 2 jets with PT > 7 GeV 40 Hz 1.6 3.0 87% 74% 
1 muon with PT > 6 GeV 7 Hz 1.4 7.0 90% 78% 
;::: 2 jets with PT > 15 GeV 200 Hz 1.4 3.0 94% 80% 

4.4 Associated Higgs Boson Production 

We can easily trigger on associated Higgs production if the vector boson decays into electrons 
or muons. In order to have a chance at seeing a Higgs boson in Run IT, we need to extend the 
acceptance of the experiment beyond the leptonic decays of the vector bosons and look at hadronic 
vector boson decays. If the vector boson decays into jets, triggering becomes much more difficult. 
To study this process, we generated a sample of 1700 pP -+ WHo -+ qqbb events using PYTHIA 
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with MH = 90 GeV [34]. We studied a number of calorimeter-based trigger conditions requiring 
between 3 and 5 jets with PT thresholds between 5 and 15 Ge V. We find that to maintain reasonable 
signal efficiency, we need to keep the required jet multiplicity and the PT threshold low. A trigger 
requiring ~ 3 jets with PT > 10 GeV at Level-2 achieves a signal efficiency of 74% at a background 
rate of 63 Hz. 

Additional trigger conditions using track information offer the possibility to reduce the trigger 
rate while maintaining acceptable signal efficiency (see Table 11). For relative trigger efficiencies 
of 90%, the calorimeter trigger rate can be reduced by a factor of two to three. If we are willing 
to accept lower trigger efficiencies, the effect of the L2STT becomes much more significant. At a 
relative efficiency of 80%, the L2STT triggers have rejection of a factor seven. From these results, 
it is clear that the L2STT can significantly help in triggering on WjZ +H production. These 
conclusions also apply to techni-p decays (PT -+ W 7rT -+ qqbb). 

Table 11: Background rejections for specific triggers and signal efficiencies € for W H -+ qqbb, 
relative to a trigger using only calorimeter information. The parameters N and X were varied to 
achieve the desired efficiency 

~~~~~~------------------=-------~----~~---trigger condition € ~ 90% € ~ 80% € ~ 50% 
~ N tracks with PT > 3 GeV 3.1 7.5 40 
h25 > X 3.0 6.4 26 
825 > X 2.8 7.1 33 

h25 - average impact parameter for tracks 2-5 
825 - average impact parameter significance for tracks 2-5 

(tracks ordered in decreasing PT) 

4.5 Z Boson Decay to bb 

Z boson decays to hb serve as an essential control sample for the top quark mass measurement and 
the search for the Higgs boson. For this study [35], we use 10000 Z -+ hb events generated with 
ISAJET. Most Z -+ hb events have at least two jets with PT > 20 GeV and we therefore define a 
set of calorimeter-based triggers which require the presence of at least two jets above a certain PT 
threshold. For 40% efficiency the rate is about 260 Hz, 25% of the available bandwidth which is 
unacceptably high. Even for 20% efficiency the rate is 85 Hz, almost 10% of the bandwidth. To 
control the rate, we can use CFT information. For an acceptable efficiency of 35% out of Level-2, 
the background rate still remains at about 20% of the bandwidth. Without additional rejection 
power this trigger can only be operated with a prescale and will not be able to exploit the full 
integrated luminosity. 

Using the information provided by the L2STT provides the required additional background 
rejection. With the L2STT, we gain a factor of 2 in background rejection compared to CFT-based 
triggers for the same overall efficiency of 35%. For a background rate of as low as 20 Hz, we still 
have a signal efficiency of around 20%. This is five times higher than for the calorimeter-based 
trigger with the same background rate. Thus, the L2STT gives us the capability of triggering on 
Z -+ hb decays at a low rate while maintaining an acceptable efficiency. 

With a trigger efficiency of 20% and an estimated efficiency for tagging both b jets during 
the offline analysis of 25% we expect about 50000 signal events per fb-1• Assuming the double 
h-tag reduces the gIuon-jet and light-quark background by an order of magnitude we expect 107 
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background events per fb-1 • For an integrated luminosity of 1 fb-1 the expected signal significance 
is thus about 17. 

Table 12 summarizes these background rates and trigger efficiencies and Fig. 32 shows a plot of 
background rate versus efficiency for various trigger conditions relative to requiring ~ 2 jets with 
PT> 15 GeV. 

Table 12: Background rates and signal efficiencies for Z ...... bb. 

trigger condition background rate efficiency 
~ 2 jets with PT > 10 GeV 1400 Hz 67% 
~ 2 jets with PT > 15 GeV 260 Hz 41% 
~ 2 jets with PT > 20 GeV 85 Hz 20% 
~ 2 jets with PT > 15 GeV 
and ~ 2 eFT tracks with PT > 3 GeV 200 Hz 35% 

;::: 2 jets with PT > 15 GeV 
and ~ 1 L2STT track with ISbl > Smin 110 Hz 35% 
~ 2 jets with PT > 15 GeV 
and> 1 L2STT track with ISbl > Smin 20 Hz 20% 
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Figure 32: Background rate versus efficiency for Z ...... bb decays relative to the trigger condition 
~ 2 jets with PT > 15 GeV. 
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4.6 b-Physics 

Although the b production cross section is large at the Tevatron, so is the background cross section. 
The challenge at a hadron collider is to isolate the b-physics signal from the copious backgrounds. 
Due to the event rate and bandwidth limitations in the data acquisition system, it is desirable to 
achieve as high as possible a signal-to-background ratio at the trigger level. For b-physics, this is 
best accomplished by using the L2STT to tag the long lifetime of b hadrons. 

Since the L2STT is part of the Level-2 trigger, any physics process must still trigger without 
SMT information at Level-1 with a rate limited by the Level-1 bandwidth (~10 kHz). Therefore, 
we do not consider the possibility of triggering on completely hadronic decay modes of b hadrons 
and concentrate on decay modes producing at least one muon in the final state. 

A study of possible triggers for b-physics [24] considered three samples: 

• Bd - K~ + J/"p, J/"p - p.+p.- (OP asymmetry); 

• B~ - D; + 311'±, D; - K+ K-1I'- (Bs mixing); 

• B~ - D; + p.+ + 1I1i' D; - K+K-1I'- (Bs mixing). 

In the Bs samples, the B on the other side was required to decay into p. + X, resulting in at least 
one muon to trigger on. The background rate and signal efficiency for various trigger combinations 
are shown in Table 13. 

For a trigger requiring a single muon with PT > 4 GeV, the background rate is 40 Hz. We can 
reduce the rate by a factor 3 at a relative signal efficiency of 72% if we require;::: 1 track with 
ISb I> 2.5. By raising the threshold a similar rejection can only be achieved at the cost of a relative 
signal efficiency of 45%. The impact of the L2STT on the background rate and signal efficiency 
for B - Ks + J/"p events is shown in Fig. 33. Using the single muon trigger with P~ > 4 GeV at 
Level-1, the relative background rate and relative efficiency are shown for various L2STT criteria. 
A background reduction by a factor 10 can be achieved while preserving a 60% relative efficiency 
for the signal. 

The second part of Table 13 shows the trigger performance obtained with various dimuon 
triggers. Asking for two muons with P~ > 2 Ge V and at least one muon with P~ > 4 Ge V provides 
an acceptable background rate but with a rather low signal efficiency (not shown in the table). 
Imposing a 2 Ge V threshold on both muons leads to an increase of the 270 Hz background rate 
that is unacceptable at Level-2. The L2STT would allow a significant reduction of this background 
rate while preserving good signal efficiency. This is illustrated on Fig. 33 where the trigger efficiency 
is shown versus the background rate for the condition;:::: 2 muons with PT > 2 GeV+L2STT. Each 
closed circle corresponds to a different threshold on the track impact parameter. The L2STT allows 
reduction of the muon PT threshold to 2 GeV in the dimuon trigger, so that it complements the 
single muon trigger. This is shown in the last line of Table 13: the logical "or" of the triggers 1 
and 5 gives a total signal efficiency of ~ 32% for the Ks + J /t/J events with a Level-2 background 
rate of 45 Hz. 

The L2STT would also be very useful to control the rate of a low threshold dieledron trigger, 
allowing the collection of low-PT J /"p - ee events for calibration and physics analysis purposes. 
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Table 13: Background rate and signal efficiency for B decays for specific triggers combining muon 
and L2S11 informatio;o. 

trigger condition background efficiency 
rate Ks +J/1/; D-s +p.+ D; +311"± 

single muon 
1 ~ 1 muon with PT > 4 GeV 40 Hz 24% 12% 5% 
2 ~ 1 muon withn > 6 GeV 14 Hz 11% 4% 1% 
3 ~ 1 muon withn > 4 GeV 

and > 1 track with IS"I > 2.5 13 Hz 17% 7% 3% 
dimuon 
4 ~ 2 muons withn > 2 GeV 270 Hz 20% 8% 0.5% 
5 ~ 2 muons withpT > 2 GeV 

and ~ 1 track with IS"I > 2.5 8 Hz 15% 6% 0.3% 
6 1U5 45 Hz 32% 16% 4.9% 

Single muon + SIT Dimuon + SIT 

Relative signal efficiency Efficiency (%) 

Figure 33: Background rate vs signal efficiency for B -+ Ks + J/1/; decays: using a single muon 
trigger with STT (left), and using a dimuon trigger, with and without STT, and with various Pt 
thresholds as indicated (right). 
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5 Cost Estimate and Schedule 

We have performed a detailed cost estimate based on the conceptual design presented in section 
2. We estimated the production cost of the fiber road card and the trigger card based on the cost 
of the VRB cards, which are of similar complexity plus the cost of the addition8J. Altera 10k100 
FPGAs, required for the trigger card. The cost of the track fit card is dominated by the funds 
required to purchase the processors. We assume 32 Texas Instruments TI320C62 digital signal 
processors (DSP) per crate, one DSP /track. For each of the three boards, we estimate prototyping 
cpsts equal to twice the production cost of the board plus $15k for test equipment. Table 14 shows 
the cost estimate for development and production of the full system. The engineering resources 
required for designing and testing the process were estimated based on previous experience with 
devices of similar complexity. The full engineering need is contained in the estimate, although we 
are seeking support for some of it from the universities and foreign institutions. One person-year 
(py) of an electrical engineer (EE) was estimated at $ lOOk and one person-year of a technician 
(tech) at $ 70k. The total project cost (including 30% contingency) is about $ 1.9M. 

Table 14: Cost estimate for L2STT project. 
parts for unit cost number spares prototypes total cost 
fiber road card $ 5200 6 2 2 $ 52k 
trigger card $ 7200 54 12 2 $ 490k 
track fit card $ 10000 12 2 2 $ 160k 
vertex card $ 5000 6 2 2 $ 50k 
VME64 crates $ 10000 6 0 0 $ 60k 
Bit3 cards $ 5000 6 0 0 $ 30k 
test stands $ 15000 3 $ 45k 
total production cost $ 887k 
30% contingency $ 266k 

engineering for electrical engineers technicians total cost 
fiber road card 0.5 py $ 50k 
trigger card 2.0 py $ 200k 
track fit card 1.5 py $ 150k 
vertex card 1.0 py $ lOOk 
testing 3.0 py $ 210k 
system integration 1.0 py $ 70k 
total manpower cost $ 780k 

total project cost $ 1933k 

The idea and design of this trigger processor has been extensively discussed within the D0 
collaboration [36, 1]. In April 1998, the collaboration conducted an internal review of the L2STT 
proposal. The review enthusiastically endorsed, the proposal, concluding that this device was es
sential to the D0 collaboration's ability to carry out a fully implemented high-PT physics program 
during Run II [37]. Since the review, the conceptual design has been further developed and we have 
secured engineering resources for the design of the device at the collaborating institutions. We are 
ready to begin the detailed engineering design as soon as we receive stage I approval for the project 
and funding for the engineers becomes available. 
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We can complete the first version of the design by spring next year and build first prototypes of 
all cards by early summer 1999. We expect to finalize the design, based on the experience gained 
with the prototypes, by October 1999. In March 2000, we are planning to conduct a system test 
with a small number of production boards to verify that the device works as a system. After that 
the remaining cards will be produced. By August 2000, the entire system will be at Fermilab and 
commissioning will start at D0. The L2STT would therefore not be available at the beginning of 

2Run IT in April 2000. The initial goal for the accelerator luminosity is 6 x 1031 cm- s-1 which can 
be handled by the D0 trigger system without the L2STT. It is crucial that the L2STT become 
operational after the first shutdown, which is planned for August 2000, to be used as the accelerator 
luminosity increases to the ultimate goal of2 x 1032 cm-2s-1• Table 16 summarizes this schedule. 

Table 16: Schedule for development of L2STT. 
date milestone 
April 1998 collaboration review of L2STT design 
June 1999 prototype tests 
October 1999 finalize design, begin production 
March 2000 system test 
April 2000 begin Run IT 
August 2000 installation at D0 
October 2000 L2STT operational 

Four collaborating institutions will be responsible for the design and production of the L2STT 
hardware: Boston University (BU), Columbia University (CU), Florida State University (FSU), 
and State University of New York at Stony Brook (SUSB). We currently plan for BU to design 
and produce the trigger card. The Electronics Design Facility at BU already has experience with 
building trigger electronics for the muon system of the D0 upgrade. This design approaches 
completion and the engineers involved will direct their main efforts at the design of the trigger card 
for the L2STT. Students and a postdoctoral fellow from FSU will collaborate with the BU group in 
programming the FPGAs to cluster and filter the SMT hits. SUSB will have an electrical engineer 
and a postdoctoral fellow available for the design of the track fit card and the development of the 
track reconstruction algorithm. The CU electronics facility at Nevis Lab has significant experience 
in designing fast digital electronics and will be responsible for the design of the fiber road card and 
system integration. We are discussing with new members of the collaboration the possibility for 
their participation in elements of these, and in the vertex card. 

These four institutions and the D0 collaboration have been actively seeking funding for the 
L2STT. In January 1998, the four institutions submitted a proposal to the Major Research Instru
mentation program of NSF. It was not funded this year but will be resubmitted next year since 
reviews were favorable. In May 1998, a second proposal for part of the system was submitted 
to the NSF under the Knowledge and Distributed Intelligence program. During the past year, 
D0 has been successful in seeking new international collaborators who are willing to contribute 
resources and funds to parts of the approved D0 upgrade. Fermilab funds which are freed up as a 
consequence could be redirected to cover the cost of the L2STT. 

The addition of the L2STT does not impact completion of the approved upgrade program. We 
specifically located the design centers for the device at universities, so that the design work on 
the L2STT does not draw Fermilab engineering resources away from the approved upgrade. The 
L2STT does not require any changes in the design of the approved D0 upgrade. It fits seamlessly 
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in the existing Level-2 architecture, which allows additional preprocessor engines to be included. 
No component of the approved Level-2 trigger system depends on the design ofthe L2STT, so that 
any delay that may occur in the design and production of the L2STT will not impact the readiness 
of the approved Level-2 system. 
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6 Conclusion 

The Level-2 trigger system for the D0 experiment in Run IT consists of an array of preprocessors 
each of which process the data from one detector element. The only major detector system for 
which there is no preprocessor in the approved D0 upgrade plan is the silicon microstrip tracker. 
We have presented a design for such a preprocessor (L2STT) that fits naturally into the approved 
Level-2 framework and enhances the power of the other Level-2 elements. It does not require 
modification of any components of the approved upgrade. 

We have demonstrated the benefits to the Run IT physics program. The L2STT will make 
collection of enough bb-events possible to be able to see a Z _ bb signal. This signal will be an 
essential control sample for top quark studies and for searches for new particles that decay into 
bb, like the Higgs boson or technipions. The L2STT will reduce the trigger bandwidth needed to 
acquire all-hadronic final states that contain b quarks, such as tt -all-jets decays or Higgs boson 
decays associated with hadronically decaying W or Z bosons. It will sharpen the fIT threshold for 
track triggers at Level-2 and for jet and electron triggers at Level-3, which lead to a reduction of 
the rate of these triggers. The L2STT therefore reduces the Level-2 trigger rates for a wide range 
of triggers. The bandwidth freed up in this way will benefit the entire Run IT physics program. 

A collaboration internal review has strongly endorsed the concept of the L2STT. The conceptual 
design of the L2STT presented has undergone significant scrutiny within the D0 collaboration. It 
is mature and ready for implementation. We have worked out a cost estimate for the project and 
we have secured engineering resources at collaborating universities to carry out the design. The 
collaboration is actively seeking funding for the design of the L2STT. Several proposals have been 
submitted to NSF. Funds contributed by new foreign collaborators may free up Fermilab funds for 
this purpose. At this time we are asking for stage I approval for the project, so that we can commit 
resources and start the engineering design. 
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